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TRANSFER CREDIT POLICY 

 
Students who attended other institutions that offer similar programs in Talmud study may submit 

their transcripts for evaluation and consideration of transfer credits. A maximum of 88 credits 

towards RCLI’s undergraduate degree will be accepted. To earn a First Talmudic Degree, students 

must fulfill a minimum academic residency requirement of 72 credits earned in residence for study 

at RCLI, of a total of 160 credits. Transfer credits are included in the GPA calculation and the 

credits accepted are counted toward both the number of attempted credits and the number of 

credits earned by the student. 

 

Credits may be granted, at the discretion of the Yeshiva, for study and courses taken at another 

postsecondary institution of Talmudic Studies providing the following conditions are met: 

 The credits transferred must be based on course work similar in content, style and 

academic rigor to the one offered at the Yeshiva. 

 The student must have achieved a grade that would have enabled him to pass a 

similar course at the Yeshiva. 

 All credits must be properly documented. 

 Transfer credits accepted are counted toward both the number of attempted credits 

and the number of credits earned by the student. 

 

Decisions regarding transfer credits are subject to the same appeals process described in the 

catalog. 

 

Note: RCLI does not have any articulation agreements with regard to whether the Yeshiva will 

accept credits from other institutions nor with regard to whether other institutions accept the 

Yeshiva’s credits. Before enrolling in the institution, students should be sure that their attendance 

will help them reach their educational goals. 

 

Please be advised that the transferability of credits and acceptance of the degrees earned at RCLI 

are at the complete discretion of an institution to which a student may seek to transfer. If the 

credits or the degrees earned at this institution are not accepted at the institution to which a student 

seeks to transfer, he may be required to repeat some or all of the coursework at that institution.  

 


